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Figure 1: (a) Input: semantic labels (colors denote object types), (b) Result: generated picture from semantic labels, (c),(e) More
inputs: color labels (the stroke colors represent the local color tone), (d),(f) Results: generated pictures after edition.

ABSTRACT
We propose a GAN(Generative Adversarial Networks)-based draw-
ing board which takes the semantic (by segmentation) and color
tone (by strokes) inputs from users and automatically generates
paintings. Our approach is built on a novel and lightweight fea-
ture embedding which incorporates the colorization effects into
the painting generation process. Unlike the existing GAN-based
image generation models which take semantics input, our drawing
board has the ability to edit the local colors after generation. Our
method samples the color information from users’ strokes as extra
input, then feeds it into a GAN model for conditional generation.
We enable the creation of pictures or paintings with semantics and
color control in real-time.
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1 INTRODUCTION
GAN [Goodfellow et al. 2014] was first proposed as an unsuper-
vised approach for image generation. In GauGAN [Park et al. 2019]
proposed in 2019, images are generated based on semantic labels
and excellent results are obtained since the labels provide more
semantic control over object shape and content. However, in these
generation models, color tone cannot be edited locally once a result
is generated.

Apart from the generation models, colorization is another popu-
lar research area these years. Scribble-based colorization method,
[Zhang et al. 2018], applies scribbles to the edge input. Color trans-
fermethod [He et al. 2018] transfers global color tone from reference
image to the input, usually a grayscale one. But these models aim
for pure colorization, not generation.

The abovemethods could improve the result in some area, whether
to make it more realistic for generation while lacking color control
or more color-editable while having no ability for generation. In
this paper, we propose a method to incorporate colorization into
image generation process so that we can control object position,
shape and color at the same time.

2 APPROACH
In order to achieve the goal of generating images with both semantic
shape and colors, we propose a segmentation-to-image generation
method with additional color feature embedding inputs. Color fea-
ture embedding method is similar to that used in YOLO [Redmon
et al. 2015].
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2.1 Image Generation by GAN
Our model takes latent vector as input and generates image based
on semantic map. We process semantic map into different label
images, and each label image represents different semantic label.
The generator in our model takes latent vector and uses several
upsampling and convolution layers to upsample image from 4*4
to 1024*1024. In each upsampling layer, the semantic labels are
resized to have the same resolution as current hidden features. We
adapt the attention method from GauGAN and use resized semantic
labels as attention input after each upsampling layer. Multi-scale
discriminator is used for our high resolution GAN training.

Figure 2: Our drawing board showing a label-result pair.

2.2 Feature Embedding as Color Guide
Feature embedding acts like a way to convert the input stroke to
high-intensity features. For example, the stroke image is a sparse
matrix with only small areas occupied by stroke colors. It would
fail to control the color if we also follow the traditional variational
encoder practice with this sparse matrix as input, in which case
the encoding module would apply same function on each pixel
and make the non-stroke areas dominant. As a result, only a few
differences are observed among the outcomes of the encoder.

Therefore, we propose a method to convert this sparse matrix to
an intense feature representation for effective control over results.
The idea is inspired by YOLO, which divides the input image into
an S×S grid with each predicts one object. We follow the similar
grid cell definition but with RGB values replacing original object
score and class score.

Mathematically, we define our feature to be an array of size
(S, S, 8) where S is the number of grids in an image and 8 is the
number of feature channels. Further, for each grid cell, we define
a tuple of (mask,x ,y,w,h,R,G,B) to represent the features inside
it. Specifically, we define the largest rectangular area which could
cover the stroke for each grid cell and use (x ,y,w,h) to represent
this rectangular shape, with x and y described in Eq. 1:

x = ximaдe − o f f setx , y = yimaдe − o f f sety (1)
where o f f setx , o f f sety and ximaдe , yimaдe represent the po-

sitions of the grid’s and rectangular area’s upper-left corner,w and
h are this area’s size. R, G, B are the average values for each color

tone inside this area. Further, we add the mask channel to represent
whether this grid has a stroke or not, to avoid the ambiguity of
black stroke input. In training, we randomly set 75% of the total
cells to all 0s among the 8 channels. It takes 0.077s to generate a
painting on Tesla V100 GPU.

Figure 3: Process flow chart of our drawing board.

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Figure 3 describes the process flow chart of our drawing board. Fig-
ure 4 shows four color input editions and corresponding modified
paintings.

Figure 4: Color editions and corresponding results with each
pair in a vertical direction.

To sumup, we propose a GAN-based drawing boardwhich assists
users to generate and edit their paintings at the same time. Painters
could repeatedly generate and modify their paintings by simple
operations on labels and colors. The feature embedding module
used is lightweight and its output serves as the latent vector input
for GAN models in the generation task. For now, the YOLO-based
feature extraction limits only one set of color features per grid,
which cannot handle well situations where different colors are
needed in a grid. The result can be improved if multiple colors are
allowed in one grid.
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